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LIANNE LA HAVAS

THE BRITISH SINGER-SONGWRITER SAT DOWN WITH SOUNDS RECENTLY IN
THE MIDDLE OF AN EXTENSIVE TOUR TO DISCUSS HER NEWLY ESTABLISHED
FAME, MUSICAL INFLUENCES, AND HER STILL-DEVELOPING NEW ALBUM

GRACEFUL
DEFIANCE IS
A RARE AND
DIFFICULT
THING FOR
A MUSICIAN
TO ACHIEVE,
but Lianne La Havas
has done just that.

Debut Album - Is Your Love Big Enough?

She’s snagged some well-deserved acclaim for her debut
album, Is Your Love Big Enough?, which she released in
July of 2012.
Lianne La Havas is one of several female powerhouses to
rise to fame in the past few years alongside the likes of Adele,
the late Amy Winehouse, Paloma Faith, Lily Allen, Emeli
Sandé, Laura Mvula and Jessie Ware. La Havas has mentioned
in several recent interviews how grateful she is for the flood
of solid female talent around her. She finds it very inspiring
and empowering to be establishing a career amongst such
talent, as many musicians who value their peers do.
While image and fame are definitely factors in Lianne’s
career, she’s most focused on writing strong lyrics that speak
to her personality and experiences. La Havas’ first full-length
album, Is Your Love Big Enough? drifts along a trajectory of
love, loss, longing, and gaining insight from relationships.
Her songs, which are largely lyric-driven, are bold, selfconfident, and deliciously stinging. Her words are
filled with morals; “we all make mistakes, we do/I
learned from you,” and “I heard enough fairy tales

My taste is very
broad. I like
music that tricks
my ear or has an
interesting voice
singing it

back in my youth/So just stop biting your nails and take
the painful truth”. La Havas’ lyrics are built to deliver an
excellent range of emotional messages. Her straightforward
storylines give the impression that La Havas uses songwriting to help herself process her experiences, both the positive
and the negative.
Genre-wise, Lianne dabbles in various soundscapes, allowing soul, pop,
rock, and jazz to mingle with one another to build a repertoire that is unique
and captivating. La Havas is half Greek
and half Jamaican, which has proved
to be an excellent combination for her
musicality. Her voice invites us in gently and then gives us a strong dose of emotionally charged
music that seeps into our psyche and primes us for a unique
listening experience. Her music, while carefully arranged,
sounds delightfully conversational.
When she was growing up, Lianne listened to a wide variety of music, including lots of jazz and soul. She mentioned
during her interview,
“I was into quite a lot of things, as were my parents, I listened to a lot of Lauryn Hill. She was the first

I always liked the idea of perhaps
one day singing with Erykah
Badu or Beyoncé or Prince. I just
wonder what it would be like to
harmonize with them
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singer I really liked. Then I listened to a lot of
Mary J. Blige. … I went on to discover singers
such as Ella Fitzgerald and Nina Simone.
Then came the Red Hot Chili Peppers and
Kings of Leon. My taste is very broad. I like
music that tricks my ear or has an interesting
voice singing it.”
Earlier on in her singing career, La Havas
provided back-up vocals for a friend and
then moved on to do backup vocals for recent
SOUNDS Cover star, Paloma Faith. That’s
when she realized that pursuing music professionally could be a real possibility for her.
Lianne found Paloma’s style to be very striking, and found her determination inspiring.
She has a refreshingly inquisitive attitude
about collaborating with artists she admires.
During her interview with SOUNDS, she also
mused, “ I always liked the idea of perhaps
one day singing with Erykah Badu or Beyoncé
or Prince. I just wonder what it would be like
to harmonize with them.”
Lianne is pleased to see a gradual build in her fan base. Her
fame became apparent to her during her recent tour, when her
back-to-back shows at Shepard’s Bush Empire in London sold
out. La Havas has in the past few years played many a small
venue, and her headlining tour allowed her to entertain much
larger audiences at various legendary venues across the U.S.
and Europe. She has gotten to recognize the impact her music
is having on her fans. She has an immense appreciation for
the ease of the Internet and uses it constantly to promote her
music and her image. She explained to SOUNDS,
“I owe a lot of my being discovered to the Internet. It’s
a great way of communicating and sharing music, video
and photographs. I think it’s extremely important in this
day and age to share as much music as possible and for it to
be as available as possible. Luckily, all these new amazing
technologies help make that possible!”
La Havas attributes her recent rise to fame to
the web, where many artists in the digital age have
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found their ideal forum for music sharing and cultivated a following. She has mastered the
art of using social media and
Tap to watch the SOUNDS
knows how to keep her fans on
Q&A: Lianne La Havas
their toes and hungry for more
news and music.
Lianne strikes an artful balance between modesty and truly
adventurous musicianship. She plans to begin working on her
sophomore album this summer on the heels of her successful
tour and the burst of fame that came along with it. This soul
chanteuse has grand aspirations and plenty of motivation and
talent to realize her desire to become a forerunner in the music
scene worldwide and earn herself a Grammy in the next five years.
Excitingly, she hopes to have some new music to share with the
world very soon…
FOOTNOTES
Tap entries for further reading/viewing
+ Lianne La Havas + Buy Tickets + Store + iTunes
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Figure 8 ellie goulding
Consider it one of pop’s latest and greatest dubstep achievements.
Ellie Goulding had a tall order to fill following her acclaimed Lights debut – and
what better way to do so than by revamping her look and sound? In follow-up
album Halcyon, the singer replaces all teen lovesickness with raw emotion.
Channeling her comfort zone, “Figure 8” builds upon the fluttery and seductive
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appeal of #1 single - “Lights.” CC

Forget lianne la Havas
Released as the second single from La Havas’ critically acclaimed debut album,
Is Your Love Big Enough?, “Forget” tells the story of ‘Lianne’ walking out and
turning her back on an unfaithful, crap-song-writing boyfriend. Honest, rhythmic
lyrics, and the laid back, soulful tone of her voice round up what La Havas’ style is
all about.
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